Most macromolecular X-ray structures are determined from cryocooled crystals, but it is unclear whether cryocooling distorts functionally relevant flexibility. Here we compare independently acquired pairs of high-resolution data sets of a model Michaelis complex of dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), collected by separate groups at both room and cryogenic temperatures. These data sets allow us to isolate the differences between experimental procedures and between temperatures. Our analyses of multiconformer models and time-averaged ensembles suggest that cryocooling suppresses and otherwise modifies side-chain and main-chain conformational heterogeneity, quenching dynamic contact networks. Despite some idiosyncratic differences, most changes from room temperature to cryogenic temperature are conserved and likely reflect temperature-dependent solvent remodeling. Both cryogenic data sets point to additional conformations not evident in the corresponding room temperature data sets, suggesting that cryocooling does not merely trap preexisting conformational heterogeneity. Our results demonstrate that crystal cryocooling consistently distorts the energy landscape of DHFR, a paragon for understanding functional protein dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Although protein molecules are often depicted as static objects, they must adopt multiple conformations to play their physiological roles. Indeed, mutations that preserve the average structure but disrupt protein conformational heterogeneity can impair enzyme function (Bhabha et al., 2011; Fraser et al., 2009 ).
However, multiple conformations in proteins are difficult to characterize in detail with X-ray crystallography, mostly because a crystallographic electron density map represents an average of the ensemble of conformations populated throughout the crystal (Burnley et al., 2012; Lang et al., 2010; Smith et al., 1986; van den Bedem et al., 2009) . Crystallographic B-factors combine positional uncertainty and thermal displacements by assuming harmonic motion about average atomic coordinates, but they are incapable of modeling the anharmonic motions that are common in proteins (Fenwick et al., 2014; Kuriyan et al., 1986) . The difficulty of interrogating near-native protein conformational heterogeneity from crystallographic data has been a roadblock for applications such as small-molecule inhibitor discovery (Lorber and Shoichet, 1998) and protein engineering (Mandell and Kortemme, 2009) .
Recent computational approaches explicitly model previously hidden conformational heterogeneity in all-atom detail from high-resolution (%1.8 Å ) crystallographic data. For example, Ringer samples low-level electron density to reveal secondary side-chain conformations (Lang et al., 2010) . Similarly, qFit automatically builds multiconformer models with one conformation for rigid regions, but a few (typically two to four) conformations that optimally explain the local electron density for flexible regions (van den Bedem et al., 2009 ). An alternative approach, PHENIX ensemble refinement, fuses molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with crystallographic refinement to obtain an ensemble of tens to hundreds of conformations that collectively fit the data (Burnley et al., 2012) . These methods define multiple conformations, but do not define correlations between conformations. To fill this gap, the program CONTACT identifies steric clashes and reliefs between adjacent alternate conformations in multiconformer models to build networks of energetically coupled residues, which are often relevant to protein function (van den Bedem et al., 2013) . Similarly, the program MutInf (McClendon et al., 2012) identifies statistically correlated torsion angles in traditional molecular dynamics simulations, and could be adapted to identify correlations in crystallographic ensemble models (Burnley et al., 2012 ).
These computational methods provide an opportunity to move beyond a single coordinate set and to link multiple conformations of proteins to biological function. Our previous work has revealed significantly increased heterogeneity and conformational coupling in models based on crystallographic data collected at room temperature (RT) instead of the much more common cryogenic temperature (cryo) across more than 30 proteins (Fraser et al., 2011; van den Bedem et al., 2013) . Although cryocooling reduces radiation damage during data collection (Juers and Matthews, 2004) , detailed analysis for a smaller number of RT/cryo pairs suggested that the conformational heterogeneity suppressed by cryocooling may often be important to the protein's biological activity (Fraser et al., 2009 (Fraser et al., , 2011 Rasmussen et al., 1992; van den Bedem et al., 2013) . These studies extend previous work that inferred quenched dynamic motions from harmonic crystallographic B-factors. For example, four structures of metmyoglobin at temperatures ranging from 220 to 300 K showed that meansquare atomic displacements increased with temperature (Frauenfelder et al., 1979) . Later, data sets at temperatures ranging from 80 to 320 K established the relationship between protein contraction and the glass transition at $200 K (Frauenfelder et al., 1987; Tilton et al., 1992) .
Despite additional analyses of existing RT/cryo pairs (Fraser et al., 2011; Juers and Matthews, 2001 ) and theoretical predictions of the effects of cryocooling on protein conformational heterogeneity (Halle, 2004) , there remain many significant questions about cryocooling. Does the cryocooling process simply trap a subset of the disorder present at room temperature, or does it establish new favorable conformations by perturbing the free energy landscape of the protein in the crystal? Are the structural effects of cryocooling robust and repeatable, or do they depend strongly on the specifics of the process, such as the experimenters and laboratory environment? These questions are difficult to answer by studying a single RT/cryo pair-ideally, multiple data sets at both temperatures would be analyzed to account for experimental variability.
Here, we examine two independently collected pairs of high-resolution data sets for a model Michaelis complex of dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR:folate:NADP + ). DHFR is an excellent model system: the current paradigm of catalytically linked conformational flexibility in enzymes has been strongly influenced by studies of structural dynamics in DHFR with crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR; Boehr et al., 2006; Falzone et al., 1994; Sawaya and Kraut, 1997) . Although many structures of DHFR complexes are available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) as a result of these studies, they include a variety of substrate mimics, inhibitors, etc., and almost all were collected at cryogenic temperature. In contrast, the data sets we compare here all feature the same model Michaelis complex and were collected by our different laboratories at different synchrotrons in different decades, but have matching space group and unit cell parameters. Overall, our results show that the standard practice of crystal cryocooling idiosyncratically yet reproducibly disrupts the structures of proteins, and thus may limit our ability to derive useful information about the relationship of conformational heterogeneity to biological function.
RESULTS

Isomorphous Difference Density Maps Reveal Idiosyncratic Effects of Cryocooling
To determine whether laboratory or temperature had a larger effect on the conformational heterogeneity of DHFR, we first computed four isomorphous F o 1-F o 2 difference electron density maps: 13cryo minus 05cryo, 13RT minus 05RT, 13RT minus 13cryo, and 05RT minus 05cryo (where, e.g., 13RT indicates the 2013 RT data set; Figure 1 ). We phased each map with the F o 1 qFit model (Table 1) .
To facilitate a direct comparison of the four difference maps, we contoured them at the same absolute electron density value of 0.4 e À /Å 3 (Lang et al., 2014 ; Figure 1 ). Interestingly, this threshold corresponded to a much lower SD electron density value for the cryo-cryo map (2.43 s) than for the RT-RT map (4.55 s) and intermediate values for the two RT-cryo maps (3.01 and 4.55 s). Thus, the distribution of absolute electron density differences in the cryo-cryo map is broadened relative to the RT-RT map. The electron density differences are also amplified: the cryo-cryo map has very strong and widespread peaks of both signs, but the RT-cryo map is comparatively devoid of peaks (Figure 1 ), suggesting that cryocooling affected both the 2013 and 2005 crystals to similar extents, but in markedly different ways. The pronounced features of the map comparing cryogenic data sets collected by different labs, in contrast to the relative flatness of the map comparing RT data sets collected by different labs, show that protein structure in crystallo is affected more by cryocooling than by the lab performing the experiment.
Both RT-cryo maps have widespread positive and negative peaks with absolute value > 0.4 e À /Å 3 ( Figure 1 ). These differences are not attributable to gross structural changes because the qFit models superimpose closely overall (all < 0.25 Å C a root-mean-square deviation [rmsd] ). Rather, they are likely due to altered near-native conformational heterogeneity. The largest peaks in both RT-cryo maps are of similar magnitudes and suggest that the protein is more conformationally heterogeneous in both RT data sets. Nevertheless, the presence of many negative peaks with absolute value > 0.4 e À /Å 3 distributed throughout DHFR in both RT-cryo maps shows that the disorder present at cryogenic temperature is not simply a trapped subset of the disorder present at RT. This finding is consistent with previous comparisons of RT and cryogenic structures (Fraser et al., 2011) and theoretical work on the statistical mechanics of crystal cooling (Halle, 2004) . Interestingly, the most pronounced peaks in both RT-cryo maps are located near the interface between the folate substrate and NADP + cofactor in the active site, suggesting that cryocooling perturbs conformational heterogeneity that may be important for substrate interactions.
Multiconformer Models Have Temperature-Dependent Alternate Conformations
To examine the structural basis of changes implied by the isomorphous difference maps, we compared multiconformer models built using qFit (van den Bedem et al., 2009 ). This approach fits multiple conformations only where locally supported by the real-space electron density distribution. The structure validation statistics for all four qFit models are similar (Table 1) . In agreement with the predominance of positive peaks in the RT-cryo difference maps (Figure 1) , the RT models have slightly higher average B-factors, indicating higher thermal mobility. The 05RT structure (0.85 Å ) has the greatest number of residues modeled in multiple conformations. Collectively, these results confirm that the protein is more flexible at RT than cryo and that this flexibility is less discretely observable at slightly lower resolution.
To investigate the basis of these temperature-dependent changes to side-chain ensembles in more detail, we compared all-atom side-chain conformations represented in two ways: in dihedral space by assigning each conformation to a rotamer (Lovell et al., 2000) and in Cartesian space by calculating the maximum rmsd across all alternate conformations for each residue. Both methods reveal that cryocooling affects side-chain conformations at a global level in the 2005 and 2013 crystals similarly (Table S1 available online). For both structure pairs, approximately two-thirds of the residues in DHFR are more disordered at RT than cryo, and $25% adopt entirely new rotamers. Furthermore, $20% of residues are more disordered The broad distribution of strong difference peaks in the isomorphous F o -F o 13cryo-05cryo map, in contrast to the relative flatness of the 13RT-05RT map, emphasizes that cryogenic freezing perturbed the two crystals differently, resulting in widespread and unpredictable changes to dynamics. Both the 13RT-13cryo and 05RT-05cryo difference density maps have significant peaks of both signs (green, positive; red, negative), suggesting that cryocooling idiosyncratically alters the same protein's structure and/or dynamics in different crystals at the hands of different crystallographers. All four maps are shown contoured at 0.4 e À /Å 3 (Lang et al., 2014) , which in these cases corresponds to 2.61, 3.01, 2.43, and 4.55 s, respectively. NADP + in orange; folate in yellow.
Model shown is qFit model of first structure in
at cryo than RT, and approximately one-third of those adopt new rotamers. These results together further support the idea that cryocooling not only selects subsets of pre-existing conformational heterogeneity, which may represent static disorder (Fenwick et al., 2014) , but also reshapes the free energy landscape to favor a different set of conformations. To explore the extent to which cryocooling consistently perturbed the same regions of DHFR, we examined the colocalization of residues with altered conformational heterogeneity. Many of the same residues have altered rotamer ensembles in both the 2013 and 2005 RT/cryo pairs (Figure 2) . The overlaps in which residues are consistently polymorphic by temperature are statistically significant (Experimental Procedures), which indicates that cryocooling consistently affects specific regions in a reproducible manner. Despite these consistencies, some of the detailed effects of cryocooling differ between the two experiments. The differences in sidechain and main-chain rmsd between the 2013 RT and cryo structures correlate poorly with the corresponding differences in the 2005 structures (Figure 3 ). This result indicates that cryocooling perturbs the local conformational heterogeneity of many regions idiosyncratically, an interpretation that is further supported by the presence of significant peaks in the cryogenic minus cryogenic isomorphous electron density map as compared to the RT minus RT map (Figure 1 ).
Time-Averaged Ensembles Show that Loop Heterogeneity Is Suppressed by Cryocooling
The multiconformer models from qFit may fail to capture largerscale conformational disorder present in the crystal, such as helix winding/unwinding and loop opening/closing. To determine if such larger-scale features are present and perturbed by cryocooling, we turned to the recently described PHENIX ensemble refinement method (Burnley et al., 2012) . We began with a grid search over the p TLS , w X-ray , and t x parameters, which balance the scope of the translation/libration/screw (TLS) model, the weighting of crystallographic data relative to the MD force field, and the degree of ''memory'' for calculating rolling-average structure factors during time-resolved MD, respectively (Burnley et al., 2012) . The R free values were relatively similar across the 75 trial ensembles for each data set: more than half are within 0.02 of the lowest R free for each data set (Table 2 ). To test whether cryocooling affected the ensembles and the multiconformer models similarly, we plotted C a root-mean-square fluctuation (rmsf) against sequence for the lowest-R free ensemble for each data set ( Figure S1 ). However, because many ensembles fit the data nearly equally well for each data set, we also plotted the average C a rmsf against sequence for the subset of ensembles with R free within 0.02 of the lowest R free for each data set ( Figure 4 ).
Our analysis cautions against relying solely on the conformational heterogeneity present in any single refined ensemble. For example, the temperature-related difference for the active-site Met20 loop in the lowest-R free ensembles ( Figure S1 ) is provocative because this loop interconverts between several well-characterized states (Sawaya and Kraut, 1997) in the catalytic cycle of DHFR (Bhabha et al., 2011; Boehr et al., 2006) . In the ensemble Unit cell 34.3, 45.5, 98.9, 90, 90, 90 34.0, 44.8, 98.2, 90, 90, 90 34.4, 45.5, 98.7, 90, 90, 90 34.0, 44.8, 98.3, 90, 90, 90 Unique reflections with the lowest R free value for each of the four data sets, the Met20 loop fluctuates around the closed state observed previously in other ternary enzyme:folate:NADP + ternary complexes (Sawaya and Kraut, 1997 ; Figure S1 ). While the 13RT ensemble hints at a minor population similar to the occluded state seen in enzyme:folate binary complexes (Sawaya and Kraut, 1997) , this is likely due to the lowest-R free ensemble using a combination of input parameters that down-weights the contribution of crystallo- Many residues have at least one rotamer in the 13RT or 05RT structure that is missing from the corresponding cryo structure (red+purple side chains, top row). Smaller, but still substantial, sets of residues have at least one rotamer in the 13cryo or 05cryo structure that is missing from the corresponding RT structure (blue+purple side chains, bottom row). Notably, many of these residues have altered heterogeneity consistently in both the 2013 and 2005 structure pairs (purple side chains), as opposed to just one or the other. Glu101 (Figure S2) and Arg52 ( Figure 6 ) are labeled in the top right image.
graphic data (relatively low w X-ray and t x ; see Table 2 ). In contrast to the Met20 loop, the differences induced by temperature change in the Arg52 and Tyr128 loops persist in the averaged traces ( Figure S1 ; Figure 4 ), confirming that they are robust to parameter choice in the ensemble refinements. Taken as a whole, the timeaveraged ensembles support the idea that cryocooling reduces protein flexibility, especially at specific surface regions.
Unit Cell Shrinking and Water Freezing Dampen Flexibility at the Protein Surface
The above comparisons of multiconformer models and time-averaged ensembles strongly suggest that cryocooling both traps and redistributes protein conformations, but do not directly suggest a mechanism of perturbation. Comparison of the cryo and RT data sets reveals that cryocooling reduced both the 2013 and 2005 unit cell volumes by 3.0%, consistent with previous studies of temperature-dependent protein crystal shrinking (Fraser et al., 2011; Frauenfelder et al., 1987; Juers and Matthews, 2001 ). This change increases the surface area of lattice contacts by 56% in the 2013 and 28% in Figure 5) . A large proportion of these additional waters contacts with the protein surface, often via hydrogen bonds (Table 2) , and contributes to lattice contacts. This ordering of surface-associated waters is driven by cryocooling, not increased resolution, as evidenced by the lower-resolution (1.15 Å ) 13cryo structure having $70% more ordered waters than the higher-resolution (1.05 Å ) 05RT structure (Table 1) . Average B-factors for cryogenic waters without a corresponding RT water are higher (22.7 and 28.1 Å 2 for 13cryo and 05cryo) than for those with a corresponding RT water (1.5 Å or closer; 14.4 and 18.8 Å 2 ); thus, waters ordered uniquely by cryocooling may be somewhat more mobile (Movies S1, S2, and S3). Unit cell contraction from crystal cryocooling conformationally restricts many waters in the narrowing channels between neighboring protein molecules in the lattice, which interestingly precludes some previously accessible alternate protein side-chain conformations. For example, Glu101 adopts c 1 t and m rotamers in both RT structures, but only c 1 m rotamers in both cryogenic structures; this is due to the presence of a frozen water that sterically prevents any c 1 t rotamers ( Figure S2 ). Another example is Arg52 (labeled in Figure 4 ), which is positioned next to both the folate substrate and a crystal lattice interface ( Figure 6 ). Cryocooling causes a series of alterations to the local energy landscape: Asp87* switches rotamers to point away from Arg52, allowing Arg52 to move into this vacated space with a new rotamer (ptp85) and form previously nonexistent hydrogen bonds with Asp70*. The rotamer that placed Arg52 near the folate substrate in the RT structures (ptt85/ptt-85) is abandoned in the cryogenic structures; a frozen water substitutes for any electrostatic interactions between the guanidinium moiety and the substrate.
In addition to these side-chain changes, we observe several main-chain alterations. For example, the 126-130 loop is more flexible in both RT time-averaged ensembles ( Figure 7) . The temperature dependence appears to be due to the appearance in both cryogenic ensembles of new ordered water molecules that bridge the polar side-chain moieties of Asp127 and Glu129 via a small local hydrogen-bond network, thereby stabilizing a more rigid loop conformation. In the RT ensembles, this region is unconstrained by these waters, and samples conformations that explore the adjacent solvent-exposed channel in the crystal (Figure 7 , upper left).
Networks of Coupled Conformational Heterogeneity Are Quenched at Cryogenic Temperature
The results above suggest that cryocooling both suppresses preexisting conformations and introduces new ones for many residues, particularly at the protein surface. To investigate whether these localized effects also affect collective intramolecular conformational heterogeneity, we used CONTACT, which propagates steric clash-relief pairs between alternate conformations (van den Bedem et al., 2013) . Pathways of residues that participate in these clash-relief pairs are then connected into networks of residues that may be mutually conformationally coupled. This method previously identified a central dynamic contact network linking the two subdomains of DHFR via the active-site NADP + cofactor, which was corroborated by NMR chemical shift changes induced by a mutation that impairs enzyme function (G121V; Boehr et al., 2013). For qFit models, estimated number of parameters = number of isotropically refined atom positions * 4 (for x, y, z, and one parameter for B) + number of anisotropically refined atom positions * 9 (for x, y, z, and six parameters for B). For ensemble models, estimated number of parameters = number of models * number of atom positions per model * 3 (for x, y, z). Parameters per observation = number of unique reflections from Table 1 divided by estimated number of parameters. All-atom contacts were calculated using Probe (Word et al., 1999) for all four qFit models. For defining crystal contact surface area, the NADP + and folate were grouped with the protein but the waters were grouped with the crystal lattice. Protein-water contacts (van der Waals interactions and/or hydrogen bonds) include contacts between the protein and symmetry-related waters.
The higher-resolution 05RT qFit model has more abundant and longer pathways than the lower-resolution 13RT qFit model (Table S2 ). Of particular note is the folate substrate, which is more flexible in the higher-resolution 05RT model (0.62 > 0.31 Å rmsd between heavy-atom positions in the two modeled alternate conformations). As a result, CONTACT detects a clashrelief event involving the folate and places the folate in the aforementioned central network in the 05RT, but not the 13RT, model (Figure 8 ). This important network is not evident in either cryogenic model (Figure 8 ).
Changes in network statistics for the two RT/cryo pairs are quite similar (Table S2 ). For example, both RT structures have more than 130 unique pathways, but both cryo structures are reduced to $40 pathways. Similarly, the pathways shrink on average in the cryo structures, with 21% and 39% decreases in average pathway length. These results imply that cryocooling perturbs DHFR's energy landscape similarly in both crystals, fragmenting collective conformational heterogeneity-including known functional networks-into smaller pockets.
DISCUSSION
The paired RT and cryo DHFR data sets presented here provide a unique opportunity to explore the effects of cryocooling on protein crystals. In large part, the conformational heterogeneity in each cryogenic structure is a subset of that in the corresponding RT structure, as shown by multiconformer rotamer analysis and ensemble rmsf traces. However, both the rotamer analysis and the RT-cryo isomorphous electron density maps also show that some conformations are unique to the cryogenic structures. Unit cell shrinking and the dramatic increase in ordered water suggest how at least some of these new conformations are induced: crystal contacts and/or hydrogen bonds with new waters stabilize new surface side-chain conformations in lieu of previously populated conformations with more intramolecular interactions (Tyka et al., 2011) . These results are in line with MD simulations with the solvent at a different temperature from the protein, which showed that solvent mobility is the dominant factor in determining differences in protein surface flexibility across the glass transition (Vitkup et al., 2000) .
These changes in solvent ordering and surface residue conformations seem to propagate to the rest of the protein, as evidenced by the ablation of intramolecular dynamic CONTACT networks in both cryo qFit models relative to their RT counterparts; i.e., crystal cryocooling likely distorts functional protein conformational heterogeneity ''from the outside in.'' This may be in part because evolution has selected the sequence of DHFR to populate correlated states at physiological temperature (Halabi et al., 2009 ), but has not had an opportunity to act upon the new cryocooling-induced states of that same polypeptide chain. It remains unclear how the effects of cryocooling could be transmitted from surface side chains and waters to intramolecular networks in these crystals. For example, residues with altered rotamers at cryogenic temperature and residues omitted from the primary functional network do not colocalize more than expected. However, both of these sets of residues could (Table 2 ) are higher for each RT ensemble (red lines) than the corresponding cryogenic ensemble (blue lines) at Arg52 and Tyr128 (labeled), although SDs are substantial (semitransparent bars). These regions are explored further below (Figures 6 and 7) . The Met20 loop (labeled) is flexible, similarly so, in all four averaged traces.
Structure
Crystal Cryocooling Alters DHFR Conformations potentially be refined by methodological advances: improved side-chain and backbone sampling in qFit may reveal more alternate rotamers and remove false-positive results, and improved CONTACT analysis with ionic bonds, covalent strain, and consideration of water molecules may more accurately define conformational coupling between residues. Furthermore, independent methods that probe correlated motions, such as NMR (Sekhar and Kay, 2013; Szyperski and Mills, 2011) and MD (Brandman et al., 2012; McClendon et al., 2012) , could be used as a complementary way to study these transitions across a wide temperature range.
In conjunction with empirical observations such as those described here, more powerful theoretical frameworks would be useful for elucidating the physical/material properties of protein molecules. Further parallels may be drawn between the ''freezing out'' of protein and water atoms and concomitant quenching of dynamic contact networks (van den Bedem et al., 2013) and conformational heterogeneity indicative of motions on the picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale (Fenwick et al., 2014) . Percolation theory is widely used to describe phenomena in which connections are made between local sites until a continuous path is created that spans the entire system. Percolation models have proven useful for understanding the sudden transition from the very sparse ''connection network'' of an The 13RT and 05RT structures have dramatically fewer ordered water molecules (red spheres) than the 13cryo and 05cryo structures (blue spheres; Table 1 ). NADP + and folate coloring as in Figure 1 .
unfolded protein to the relatively dense network of a folded protein structure (Antal et al., 2009) . Therefore, percolation theory may find fruitful application to other phase-change-like phenomena in proteins, such as the rigidification of protein and water atoms due to crystal cryocooling. In particular, CONTACT analysis of correlated side-chain motion closely resembles a bond percolation model of protein disorder and may be amenable to quantitative treatment using existing tools from percolation theory. Reducing temperature from 273 K to 100 K shifts conformational distributions to favor low-entropy, low-enthalpy states (Halle, 2004 ). This effect is consistent with the switch at Arg52 from multiple rotamers and disordered solvent at RT to a single hydrogen-bonded rotamer and ordered solvent at cryogenic conditions. However, because of kinetic effects, data sets based on cryocooled crystals at 100 K do not reflect the Boltzmann ensemble at 100 K; rather, different degrees of freedom correspond to different effective temperatures (Halle, 2004) . As a result, some of the populations we observe here could be as strongly influenced by kinetic trapping at the glass transition as by the location of free energy minima, confounding our ability to decipher their physical origin. Attempts have been made to anneal crystals to true minimum-free-energy low-temperature states with cycles of warming and cooling (Juers et al., 2007) . However, it can be difficult to empirically identify a suitable cryoprotectant to cause bulk solvent to contract in lockstep with protein to reduce lattice contact remodeling Matthews, 2001, 2004) . It is also possible that the addition of cryoprotectant (both the 05cryo and 13cryo crystals were supplemented with PEG 400) is responsible for some of the observed effects in these crystals. In contrast, the RT data sets studied here are free from cryoprotectant-and cryocooling-induced distortions and show no evidence of unusual radiation damage. Continuing development of methods for predicting, detecting, and accounting for radiation damage (Diederichs et al., 2003; Garman and Weik, 2013; Southworth-Davies et al., 2007) should help facilitate future RT studies of other systems. The capabilities of X-ray free electron lasers are already allowing damage-free data collection at ambient temperatures and revealing distinct conformations and patterns of thermal motions relative to cryocooled data sets (Liu et al., 2013 ).
The qFit multiconformer and PHENIX ensemble models provide complementary ways to explore temperature-paired data sets. These two representations agree in suggesting that cryocooling significantly diminishes conformational heterogeneity and in pointing to water ordering as a major contributing factor. Both methods are under active development and our results highlight several areas for future improvements. For example, qFit models fail to explore more than very subtle backbone flexibility. Ensembles, by contrast, can capture larger-scale loop flexibility, but suffer other problems: they are potentially In the 13RT and 05RT structures, Arg52 (gray, center) adopts rotamers that point toward folate (yellow) and the crystal lattice neighbor (pink) but are not close enough to be properly positioned for a hydrogen bond. In contrast, in both the 13cryo and 05cryo structures, the C b -C b distance to the nearest lattice residue (Asp70*) shrinks from 9.3 to 8.7 Å for the 2013 structures and from 9.0 to 8.7 Å for the 2005 structures. As a result, the lattice copy of Asp87 (Asp87*) shifts upward in this view such that Arg52 can adopt a new rotamer that forms hydrogen bonds (green dotted lines) to the lattice copy of Asp70 (Asp70*). A water molecule (red sphere) takes the place of the RT rotamer near the folate. 2mF o -DF c electron density contoured at 1.9 s (dark blue) and 0.6 s (light blue) supports the modeled side chain and water positions in all four qFit structures.
Figure 7. Cryogenically Ordered Water Molecules Induce Ensemble Loop Ordering
The surface-exposed loop encompassing Asp127, Tyr128, and Glu129 is very flexible in the lowest-R free 13RT ensemble (red, left) because it is relatively unconstrained by contacts to crystal lattice mates (left and top in this view, light pink). In contrast, consistently modeled ordered waters (blue spheres) unique to the cryogenic ensemble (blue, right) bridge the polar Asp127 and Glu129 side chains via hydrogen bonds to stabilize a more unique loop conformation. This phenomenon is extremely similar for the 05RT and 05cryo models (not shown).
overfit/underdetermined due to the large number of parameters relative to the smaller number of crystallographic observations, and methods are needed to elucidate the relationships between subsets of models within the ensemble (such as MutInf for longer MD trajectories; McClendon et al., 2012) . Furthermore, both methods (as well as CONTACT network analysis) may be subject to the idiosyncrasies of particular combinations of input parameters. Exploring the model selection tradeoffs between the parsimony of multiconformer models and the conformational expressiveness of ensembles will be an important area of future research. Nevertheless, in this study, the multiconformer and ensemble representations in their current states of development paint a cohesive picture of how cryocooling perturbs protein energy landscapes.
Cryocooling protein crystals perturbs protein energy landscapes in ways that are difficult to predict at the detailed atomic level. In DHFR, this phenomenon alters the preferred conformations of side chains buttressing the substrate and suppresses a dynamic contact network bridging the adenine binding domain, cofactor, and active site. In other systems, cryocooling may also introduce obstacles to extracting a fundamental understanding Bedem et al., 2013) . Briefly, crystals for both data sets were grown by the hanging drop method with a well solution consisting of 100 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 21% PEG 8000, and 200 mM MgCl 2 . Diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Light Source (ALS, Berkeley, CA), beamline 8.3.1. RT data were collected with the cryojet stream set to 273 K; there were no signs of radiation damage. Cryogenic data were collected after the addition of 10% PEG 400 to the mother liquor with the cryojet stream set to 100 K. Molecular replacement was performed with Phaser using the 1.8 Å resolution crystal structure of the Escherichia coli DHFR-folate-NADP + complex (PDB accession code 1RX2) determined by Sawaya and Kraut (Sawaya and Kraut, 1997) ; subsequent initial refinement was performed in the PHENIX GUI (Adams et al., 2010) .
The 2005 data sets have not been previously reported. Briefly, E. coli DHFR from a previously described construct was expressed and purified (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Folate and NADP + were added, and crystals were grown by the hanging drop method with a well solution consisting of 17% PEG 400, 20 mM imidazole pH 7.0, and 125 mM MnCl 2 . For the 100 K data set, PEG 400 was added to a final concentration of 30% for cryoprotection. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL, Palo Alto, CA), beamline 11-1. Further details are available in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Multiconformer Model Building and Analysis
Using the initial 2013 and 2005 RT and cryo models, qFit was run to identify alternate conformations and construct all-atom, multiconformer models. For the 2013 models, PHENIX version 1.8-1069 was used; for the 2005 models in this work, PHENIX 1.8.4-1496 was used. A few small adjustments were made to the models after qFit refinement. For the 13RT qFit model, one calcium atom was moved to a symmetry-related position to match a manganese position in the 2005 models. Then, for both 2013 models, all atoms (including water molecules) were relabeled chain A, and hydrogens were re-optimized using phenix.reduce. Although PHENIX by default now uses hydrogens based on electron-cloud centers instead of hydrogen nucleus positions, CONTACT (see below) is designed with the previously utilized nuclear positions, so we used nuclear hydrogen positions in our qFit models. See Table 1 for final model statistics. MolProbity 3 , including Probe (Word et al., 1999) with nuclear hydrogen positions (as opposed to electron-cloud-based positions), was used to calculate clashscores (Word et al., 1999) , MolProbity scores , and crystal contact dots. Compared to the ensemble refinement, these models fit the data slightly less well (2%-3% worse R free ) for three of the four cases here; the higher-resolution (2005) RT data set is the only one of the four for which the qFit model is in better fit to the diffraction data. The R free values are sensitive to small changes; for example, changing the occupancies of metal ions in the 13cryo model from 100% as in the (previously published) 13RT model to 50% led to R free changes on the order of 0.15-0.20. We therefore caution against overinterpretation of small R free differences between our models. All qFit and ensemble models fit the data better than single-conformation models.
Calculation of Isomorphous Difference Density Maps
To generate F o -F o isomorphous difference density maps, we first used the ''Find alternate-origin symmetry mate'' utility in the PHENIX GUI to place the 13cryo and both 2005 models in the same frame of reference as the 13RT model. We then used the ''Isomorphous difference map'' utility in the PHENIX GUI to generate the F o -F o map coefficients in MTZ format.
Analysis of Changes to Flexibility of Individual Side Chains and MainChain Segments
Side-chain rotamers were computed using phenix.rotalyze. ''Outlier'' conformations that fall outside of well-populated ''rotameric'' regions of dihedral space often suggest difficulty in fitting a more common conformation, perhaps due to increased disorder, and may in some cases be valid conformations supported by local enthalpic interactions, so they were counted as different rotamers for the purposes of compiling these statistics. The statistical significance of colocalization of residues with altered rotamers was assessed by the probability of uncorrelated residues showing an overlap at least as large as that observed (p < 10 À5 for both RT and cryo comparisons), as derived from a one-tailed Fisher's exact test based on the hypergeometric distribution (Rivals et al., 2007) . Residue-level side-chain and main-chain rmsd were derived by computing an rmsd between the heavy atoms in a given residue for every pair of alternate combinations for that residue, then taking the maximum. This quantifies the degree of dissimilarity among conformations identified by qFit for a given residue, which we use here as a measure of flexibility.
CONTACT Analysis of Networks of Coupled Conformational Heterogeneity
We used all four qFit models as input to CONTACT (van den Bedem et al., 2013) , which builds networks of coupled conformational heterogeneity. Briefly, if one conformation of residue 1 clashes with a conformation of a neighboring residue 2, a pathway is propagated from residue 1 to residue 2 if another conformation at residue 2 alleviates that clash. Pathways are continued in this way until a final clash is either relieved or cannot be relieved. Finally, these all-atom pathways are merged to create a smaller set of unique residue-level pathways; each set of residue-level pathways with at least partial overlaps of constituent residues is defined as a network. Details on parameter choices are available in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Calculation and Analysis of PHENIX Ensembles
Time-averaged ensembles were generated with phenix.ensemble_refinement in PHENIX version 1.8.4-1496. For the 2013 data sets, the input models were PDB codes 4KJJ (cryo) and 4KJK (RT), with alternate conformations removed. A grid search was performed by repeating the simulation with five values of p TLS from 0.1 to 1.0, five values of w X-ray from 2.5 to 10, and three values of t x from 1.0 to 2.0; the ensemble with the lowest R free for each data set was used for most analyses here.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, two figures, two tables, and three movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2014.04.016. Figure S1 , related to Figure 4: (A) Room-temperature ensembles are consistently more flexible than cryogenic ensembles at several surface loops. C α RMSF values for the lowest-R free ensemble for each dataset are higher for each room-temperature ensemble (red lines) than the corresponding cryogenic ensemble (blue lines) at several regions (labeled). For example, the 13RT ensemble appears additionally flexible relative to the 05RT ensemble around Asp87. However, Asp87 has one of the most protruding sidechains in DHFR, and sits amidst a loop that contacts multiple nearby loops in crystal contacts -including a lattice copy of the Met20 loop, which is known to transition between distinct conformations to enable catalysis (Sawaya and Kraut, 1997) (Figure  S2) . The spatial proximity of these variable loops in the crystal seems to make it difficult to determine a consensus ensemble of conformations for the Asp87 loop; the dramatically increased flexibility in the 13RT ensemble in particular may be peculiar to the set of input parameters that led to the lowest R free for this dataset (Table 2) . Interestingly, the Asp87 13RT-13cryo difference is diminished and becomes more in line with the 05RT-05cryo difference in the RMSF traces averaged over multiple ensembles with different input parameters (Figure 4) . This example highlights the balance between selecting a single "best" ensemble and incorporating some amount of information about the contribution of simulation input parameters to the contents of output ensembles, which should be a topic of future study. (B) The Met20 loop stays near the closed (green) state, not the occluded (purple) or open (cyan) states, in all four lowest-R free ensembles. Examples of closed, occluded, and cyan states (top) are taken from a thorough crystallographic study (Sawaya and Kraut, 1997) . Coloring for NADP + and folate as in Figure 1 . Figure S2 , related to Figure 6 : Frozen water in cryogenic structures diminishes Glu101 sidechain conformational heterogeneity. Both the 13RT and 05RT structures adopt a χ 1 t rotamer, which places the Glu101 sidechain (gray) pointing directly upward in this view. In the respective cryogenic structures, however, a new ordered water molecule (red sphere; B-factors less than 30 Å 2 in both cryogenic structures) fills the volume previously occupied by that rotamer, and Glu101 instead adopts exclusively χ 1 m rotamers. The new water position is stabilized by a hydrogen bond (green dotted line) that is made possible by encroachment by Glu134* of a crystal lattice mate (pink). Glu101 does not make direct contact to NADP + (orange), but it is located nearby, on the helix that buttresses the cofactor in the active site. 2mF o -DF c electron density contoured at 1.2 σ (dark blue) and 0.5 σ (light blue) supports the modeled sidechain and water positions in all four qFit structures. Residues with more total rotamers in roomtemperature structure
27
Residues with more total rotamers in cryogenic structure 7 5
Residues with higher sidechain RMSD in roomtemperature structure 102 98
Residues with higher sidechain RMSD in cryogenic structure 30 35 Table S2 , related to Figure 8: Statistics from CONTACT network analysis of qFit models. "Number of pathways" is the count of unique residue-level pathways. "Average pathway length" is the average length of all identified atom-level pathways.
Frozen bacterial cell pellets were resuspended on ice in 25 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1mM DTT (stabilization buffer) and lysed by the addition of lysozyme to 1 mg/mL followed by brief sonication. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 10,000xg and nucleic acid was precipitated from the supernatant by the slow addition of streptomycin sulfate to a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. Precipitated nucleic acid was removed by centrifugation at 10,000xg for 30 minutes and the supernatant was dialysed overnight against stabilization buffer at 4°C. The clarified supernatant was applied to a column packed with methotrexate-agarose DHFR affinity resin (Sigma), and the column was washed with 50 column volumes of stabilization buffer, 50 column volumes stabilization buffer supplemented with 1 M NaCl, and a final wash with 50 column volumes of stabilization buffer. Bound DHFR was eluted from the affinity column with 200 mM sodium borate pH 9.0, 3 mM folic acid, 0.5 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1mM DTT (elution buffer). At this stage, the DHFR is highly purified (i.e. there are no detectable protein contaminants on overloaded Coomassie blue-stained SDS-PAGE); however, the DHFR is bound both to folic acid and also to any remaining endogenous nucleotide cofactor. To remove these low-molecular weight anionic contaminants, the sample was dialyzed overnight against stabilization buffer, applied to a DEAE-sephacel anion exchange column, and eluted in a 20-column volume linear gradient from 0-0.5 M KCl in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT. Fractions containing purified DHFR were pooled and protein concentration was determined by absorbance at 280 nm (ε = 33,690 M -1 cm -1 ).
Protein was bound to folic acid by overnight dialysis against crystallization buffer (20 mM imidazole pH 7.0) supplemented with 1 mM folic acid at 4°C and protected from light.
The folate-bound protein was centrifugally concentrated to 35 mg/mL for crystallization and stored at 4°C.
For the 2005 datasets, immediately prior to crystallization, freshly dissolved NADP + was added to aliquots of the DHFR-folate complex to a final concentration of 6 mM. The sample was centrifuged at 16,000xg and the supernatant was used to grow crystals using the hanging drop vapor diffusion method at 4°C by mixing 2 µL of DHFR-folate-NADP + with 2 µL of a reservoir solution containing 17% PEG 400, 20 mM imidazole pH 7.0, 125 mM MnCl 2 . In order to maintain the integrity of the light-sensitive folic acid, the crystallization experiments were set up in semi-dark and protected from light during crystal growth. In addition, all crystal manipulation was performed at 4°C and in the semi-dark. Blade-shaped yellow crystals measuring 0.8 mm x 0.4 mm x 0.4 mm appeared after 1-2 weeks. For the 100 K dataset, a crystal was removed from the drop with a nylon loop and serially transferred through increasing concentrations of PEG 400 to a final concentration of 30% in 20 mM imidazole pH 7.0, 125 mM MnCl 2 . The crystal was allowed to equilibrate in each condition for 1 minute and was then cooled by direct immersion into liquid nitrogen after equilibration for five minutes in the final condition. For the 277 K dataset, several crystals were removed from the mother liquor and placed into reservoir solution (17% PEG 400, 20 mM imidazole pH 7.0, 125 mM MnCl 2 ) from which they were mounted into 0.7-1.0 mm quartz capillary tubes (Hampton Research). A plug of reservoir solution was included in the capillary in order to maintain vapor equilibrium with the crystal and the tubes were sealed with mineral oil and beeswax.
X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL, Palo Alto, CA), beamline 11-1. For the 100 K dataset, the diffraction data were measured from a single crystal maintained at 100 K and illuminated with 13.776 KeV incident radiation. Because these rod-shaped crystals tend to align with the b-axis parallel to the spindle axis, thereby creating a significant blind region, data were collected with two crystal orientations using a 90° arc goniometer attachment in order to record reflections that would otherwise have been lost in the blind region. Data were collected in both high-(2.0-0.85 Å) and low-resolution (75-1.5 Å) passes with different exposure times, crystal-to-detector distances, and oscillation ranges in order to accurately measure both the weak high-resolution and the intense low-resolution data. For the 277 K dataset, capillary-mounted crystals were maintained at 277 K using a cryostream and data were collected in 45° wedges with 0.5° oscillation/frame from multiple crystals in order to minimize radiation damage. For the largest crystals, multiple wedges of data were collected from the same sample by translating the rod-shaped crystal in the beam such that a fresh volume of the crystal was irradiated on subsequent exposures. Separate high-and low-resolution passes were collected from a total of three crystals at 277 K. All diffraction data were indexed, integrated, and scaled in HKL2000 with data statistics provided in Table 1 . As with the 2013 datasets (van den Bedem et al., 2013) , the R merge values indicate no unusual radiation damage.
For the 2005 datasets, 1RX2 was also used as a starting point in the refinement of the E.
coli DHFR-folate-NADP + complex. Initial rigid body refinement using data to 2.5 Å resolution was performed in SHELX-97 (Sheldrick and Schneider, 1997) using the AFIX 6 instruction for all protein, folate, and NADP + atoms. Additional rounds of stereochemically restrained refinement of coordinates and individual atomic isotropic displacement parameters against an intensity-based target were performed with a stepwise improvement in resolution (STIR) to 1.5 Å resolution. Automated water picking was performed using SHELXWAT and supplemented by manual editing of the solvent model. An additional stepwise improvement in resolution instruction was used to gradually include all data (0.85 Å resolution for the 100 K dataset, 1.0 Å resolution for the 277 K dataset) during further cycles of refinement. Stereochemical restraints were used for all protein and cofactor atoms at every stage of the refinement. Upon convergence of the isotropic atomic displacement parameter (ADP) model, individual anisotropic ADPs were refined, decreasing the R and R free values by 4%. The anisotropic ADPs were restrained to have similar magnitudes for bonded atoms (SIMU) and minimum differences in their projections onto the bond joining them (DELU). For solvent atoms, an isotropy restraint (ISOR) was also used. Subsequent cycles of refinement included the modeling of residues in alternate conformations and the introduction of an ambiguously oxidized cysteine at residue 152 that was modeled as a cysteine sulfinic acid in dual conformations. In the later cycles of refinement, riding hydrogen atoms were added except for the O atom of tyrosine, the Nε1 and Nδ2 atoms of histidine, the Oγ atom of serine, and the Oγ2 atom of threonine, because the placement of hydrogens for these atoms is ambiguous when based solely on geometric considerations. In the final cycles of refinement, the test set (5% of the reflections that had been sequestered for the calculation of R free ) and the working set were combined and the model refined for an additional 10 cycles.
CONTACT Analysis of Networks of Coupled Conformational Heterogeneity
Clashes in CONTACT are defined by the T stress parameter, which is expressed as a percentile of all van der Waals overlap in a given model; any overlap worse than this threshold is considered a clash. Previous work found T stress of 30% to be a useful consensus choice, but suggested the optimal T stress for exploring network properties in a given protein may vary (van den Bedem et al., 2013) . We therefore varied T stress from 25% (top 25% of clashes) to 35% in 1% increments in this work. The lowest T stress values at which the known inter-subdomain network was formed were 28% for the 13RT model and 33% for the 05RT model; we used these values to analyze the 13cryo and 05cryo models, respectively. Reliefs of clashes are defined by the relief value, which equals the fraction of the van der Waals overlap for each clash that must be alleviated for that clash to be considered relieved. Here we used the standard relief value from previous work (0.90), though the effect of varying this parameter could also be explored in future studies (van den Bedem et al., 2013) .
